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What are Isolated Wetlands?

Geographic, hydrological, and ecological definitions

Most common focuses on a wetland’s placement on the 
landscape (geographically isolated wetlands) defined as 
“a wetland surrounded by uplands.” 

Vary in function and connections to surface waters in 
response to different factors.

Isolated from a geographic perspective ≠ disconnected 
hydrologically to other wetlands, streams, and rivers. 

Connections may be episodic or slow, but contributions 
often very important

Image Source: Park, Jeryang & Botter, G. & Jawitz, James & Rao, P.. (2014). Stochastic Modeling of 

Hydrologic Variability of Geographically Isolated Wetlands: Effects of Hydro-climatic Forcing and Wetland 

Bathymetry. Advances in Water Resources. 69. 38-48. 10.1016/j.advwatres.2014.03.007. 

mailto:https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Schematic-representation-of-the-cross-section-of-a-geographically-isolated-wetland-with_fig1_261292762


Essential Functions of Isolated Wetlands

Isolated wetlands provide a wide 
range of functions that impact 
downstream waters

• Floodwater storage 

• Groundwater recharge

• Stream baseflow

• Nutrient retention and transformation

• Sediment and organic matter storage

• Immobilization of pesticides and heavy metals

• Increased biodiversity 

• Provision of specialized habitat, especially fishless 

habitat for amphibians, including endangered species 

that can only thrive in this condition)

Some functions of these wetlands are                                  

a result of their isolation from, rather than  

their connection to, down-gradient waters

Image Source: Heather E. Golden, Charles R. Lane, Devendra M. Amatya, Karl W. Bandilla, Hadas Raanan Kiperwas, Christopher D. Knightes, Herbert Ssegane. (2014). Hydrologic 

connectivity between geographically isolated wetlands and surface water systems: A review of select modeling methods, Environmental Modelling & Software. Volume 53. Pages 190-206

Habitat value of 

isolated wetlands is 

immeasurable.  

Extremely difficult to 

replace or recreate 

(e.g. in compensatory 

mitigation)

Imperative to protect 

what is left of isolated 

wetlands

“Upland species also 

depend on the clean 

water provided by 

wetlands. Hunting, 

trapping, and fishing are 

important economies 

(~$1 billion) for many 

areas of Indiana and 

without wetlands, these 

activities - and the 

tourism dollars that 

accompany them -

would dry up.” ~ Indiana 

Policy Collaborative

mailto:https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1364815213003071


Pressures to Develop in Isolated Wetland Areas

• Boom in the housing market

• Demand for housing significantly outpacing 
supply

• Looking to develop all available land, 
including land with isolated wetlands

• Seeking to eliminate fees for mitigation

• Economic case largely ignores economic 
losses if isolated are filled during the 
development process
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The Clean Water Act                                                                                               

Allows State/Tribal Protections

Crucial for states or localities to protect isolated wetlands 
that are not protected by the CWA 404 Program.*

CWA expressly provides that states and tribes may adopt 
more protective provisions than required under the CWA, 
which includes protecting waters of the state or tribe even 
if they are not considered WOTUS.

States and tribes should not be at the mercy of the 
pendulum swings in jurisdictional scope due to political 
agendas at the national level.

Non-federal wetlands often:

• Provide flood storage and reduce 
downstream flood damages;

• Supply critical and abundant 
habitat for waterfowl production;

• Deliver year-round base flow 
to cold water trout streams;

• Improve water quality by slowing 
the flow and reducing erosion;

• Support a variety of rare plants, 
animals, and birds;

• More

Non-federal Wetlands ≠ Lower Quality Wetlands

*For references: SAB Report



State and Tribal Protection of Isolated Wetlands                                                                     
Can Take Many Forms

Some of the most common include:

• Existing state wetland programs are inclusive of isolated wetlands

• Specific state isolated wetland permitting programs

• State/tribal protection of specific types of isolated wetlands (e.g. vernal pools)

• State oversight of a municipally-implemented permitting program

• Non-regulatory state incentives and tax breaks



Protecting Isolated Wetlands 
State Examples 

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER:

Information in this presentation may be more 

dated or general than the information that 

can be provided by states themselves.

Confirm with each state that the 

information is both initially correct and 

that is has not changed since this 

presentation (11/19/2021).

Additionally, context is important.  How 

information is used in this presentation does 

not mean it can be accurately used for other 

purposes.  Again, confirm with states 

whether it applies to your specific 

questions or needs.
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Protecting Isolated Wetlands 
State Examples 

FL 

NJ

CA

In New Jersey, wetlands are protected under 

N.J.A.C. 7:7A-5.6 General Permit (GP) No. 6 

“Non-Tributary Wetlands.”  When an isolated 

freshwater wetland or isolated state open water 

is proposed to be disturbed, filled, excavated or 

drained a general permit is required. 

In Florida, the state’s comprehensive 

Environmental Resource Permit (ERP) requires 

permits for most impacts to isolated (and non-

isolated) wetlands under state law. 

In California, all isolated wetlands are defined 

as Waters of the State and are regulated under 

the state’s Wetland Law passed in April 2019.

A few exemptions exist for artificial wetlands (for 

example, those created to manage stormwater).



Protecting Isolated Wetlands 
State Examples

WI

OH 

In Wisconsin*, all wetlands (including isolated 

wetlands) are protected under state law and 

regulated by the Wisconsin Department of 

Natural Resources. Landowners and developers 

are required to avoid wetlands with their projects 

whenever possible. The placement of material in 

wetlands is a regulated activity for which 

authorizations through permits or exemptions 

may be required. 

In Ohio, anyone who wishes to discharge 

dredged or fill material into isolated wetlands 

must obtain an Isolated Wetland Permit from the 

Ohio Environmental Protection Agency and 

mitigation for impacts is required.  The state 

program protects Class 1, 2 and 3 wetlands, 

including isolated wetlands.

*Users should confirm content with State



Protecting Isolated Wetlands 
State Examples

MI
MN

In Michigan, MDEQ regulates wetlands that meet 

one or more specific regulatory criteria.  Michigan’s 

wetland protection statute authorizes municipalities to 

regulate wetlands.  Local communities can enact 

ordinances that protect smaller, isolated wetlands.  

They must use the state definition of wetland with the 

additional allowance that local governments can 

regulate isolated wetlands smaller than five acres. 

This authority is supplemental to the existing authority 

of a municipality to enact zoning ordinances. 

In Minnesota, all wetlands are covered by state 

(including all isolated wetlands).  The state has some 

exemptions for incidental wetlands, stormwater 

ponds, certain activities in wetlands, etc.  Even if 

exempt, BMPs must be used when impacting 

conducting exempt activities in wetlands.  

Minnesota’s system also includes permitting of 

wetland impacts (including isolated wetlands) by local 

governments with state oversight.



Protecting Isolated Wetlands 
State Examples

ME 

MA

PA

In Maine, the state protects “significant vernal pool 

habitat.” Starting in 2007, the state began protecting 

vernal pools and the area within a 250-foot radius of 

the spring or fall high water mark of the pool (considered 

critical terrestrial habitat for vernal pool inhabitants) under 

Maine’s Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA).

In Massachusetts, some isolated wetlands are protected 

under the state’s Wetland Protection Act. Certified vernal 

pools and up to 100 feet beyond the pool’s boundary in 

some cases are protected. These certified pools also 

receive certain protections under other regulatory 

programs.

In Pennsylvania, similarly, vernal pools are protected, 

but the DEP only has regulatory authority over the 

wetland itself but cannot enforce a protective upland 

buffer to the pool.



Protecting Surrounding Upland to an Isolated Wetland

Why Protecting Surrounding Upland is Important

• Secondary impacts to isolated wetlands due to 
stressors from activity in nearby areas

• Many amphibians migrate and use surrounding 
upland after the wetland dries up seasonally

One Approach: 

Regulatory protection at the state level combined 
with local codes and ordinances to create buffer to 
support wetland services (even 50 feet have been 
shown to make a difference)

Photo Credits: USACE



Non-regulatory and Conservation/
Preservation –based Protections

Incentives and Tax Breaks

• States that have provided tax breaks and other 
financial incentives to stimulate protection have been 
largely unsuccessful (examples: MN and GA)

• Primarily unsuccessful because the 
incentives/payments are not high enough compete 
with other offers

Easements/Whole Parcel Acquisitions 

• Most attempts at conservation/ preservation 
easements specific to isolated wetlands on private 
lands are unsuccessful (example: DE)

• Primarily unsuccessful because the 
incentives/payments are not lucrative enough, and 
resources are limited

Ohio has a highly successful State 

Revolving Fund (SRF) program that 

supports the protection and restoration 

of waters (isolated wetland projects 

can compete for these funds) but these 

project often cannot compete with 

other applications.

Bottom Line: 

Non-regulatory programs cannot 

compete with other financial offers



Protecting Indiana’s Wetlands

Indiana Senate Bill 389

Task force of wetland and building experts to 
evaluate the state regulated wetland and craft 

a revised/new law to overhaul the program. 

SB389 eliminates protections for the Indiana’s                     
isolated wetlands.

The initial bill’s proposition to completely remove the 
state’s isolated wetlands law would have left 80% of the 
state’s wetlands unprotected. 

Strong pushback against initial form of the bill led to its  
reshaping.  Current compromise: 

• Protections removed from all Class I isolated 
wetlands and Class II wetlands under a certain size 
instead of all three classes. 

• Still, more than half of the state’s isolated wetlands 
lose protection under the revised compromise bill, 
which was passed on April 13, 2021. 

Photo Credit: Rich Fields, IDNR



Protecting Indiana’s Wetlands

Careful Language Use

Keep in mind that the law looks at each 
independently:

• Disturbed
• Moderate Hydrology
• Protected Wetland

→ Allows capture of the true value of the wetland

→ Classify wetland on its best qualities/value

• Create clear and exclusive definitions and 
classes of wetlands 

• Ensure wetland classes (1,2,3) don’t overlap 
(disturbed dune swale wetland + used by 
endangered species + near a preserve)

Photo Credit: USFWS



Protecting Indiana’s Wetlands

Some Options to Consider

Employ effective stakeholder process

Listening and learning together has 
been shown over and over again to 

increase BOTH compliance                                   
and benefits 

• Regulated community seeks clarity, transparency, 
predictability

• Review  and analyze regulatory options   

• Thorough and informed review of tradeoffs op

• Consider bringing back the other General Permits                              
All have to go through individual permit process                              
(more time-consuming for both sides)

• Consider role for stronger local decision-making

• Consider supplemental “carrots”                                                            
Tax breaks/conservation easements, etc.

Photo Credit: Rich Fields, IDNR



Concluding Thoughts

• Understand the benefits provided 
by isolated wetlands

• Engage in high quality, facilitated 
stakeholder process

• Look at the whole program and 
permitting activity 

• Learn from other states (esp. 
incentive programs and municipal 
permitting) 

• Adapt selected protections for 
state context

Brenda Zollitsch, PhD

Senior Policy Analyst

Association of State Wetland 
Mangers

(207) 892-3399

brenda@aswm.org

Efficient, effective, science-based 

protections that safeguard critical 

functions provided by isolated 

wetlands while providing certainty 

and clarity for key sectors of the 

State’s economy


